Section 3:
Saxon and Piedmont Quick Fire Guns
SOJ-6(11)
Saxon Geschwindstück [“Quick Fire Guns”]
Christian Rogge and Stephen Summerfield
The Saxons with their Geschwindstück that literally means “quick-fire gun” and belongs to the class of the
so entitled Einfallendes Geschütz [literally ‘dropping cannon’]. It had the most advanced elevating system in
Europe at that time and was probably a Saxon invention. It allowed the gun to double its rate of fire of
canister over a gun using elevating wedges. It was also referred to as the Schnellschiesser or Geschwindgeschütz
in other countries such as Austria and Prussia. In the 1720s, GL Franz Karl Obmaus77 designed the
Obmaus Geschwindschuss-Maschine [quick fire elevating system].78 In July 1728, Augustus II of Saxony
presented Frederick William I of Prussian with two 2-pdr Einfallende Geschütze during his stay in Dresden.79
This was the forerunner of the M1734 3-pdr Geschwindstück with the Obmaus elevating system.

3-pdr Geschwindstück

Plan of the 3-pdr Geschwindstück
[Torino Museo Storico Nazionale di Artiglieria, Italy]

In 1734, the M1734 Geschwindstück of 21 calibres (76mm, 158cm long and 240kg) was introduced into
service.80 A Prussian paper from 1840 on ammunition transport states that the Saxon Geschwindstücke were
drawn with an ammunition limber [Kastenprotze].81 The Protzkasten [Limber Box] contained fixed
ammunition. These were among the first pieces with this new concept of ammunition transport let alone
the use of fixed ammunition where the shot or canister was attached to the gunpowder charge. It was still
common practice in some nations including France to load guns with ladles and the shot separately.
It could be loaded in two different ways.
FIRING CANISTER: The gunner would remove the wedge to allow the breech to drop to about 45
degrees to rest upon the axle of the gun carriage and the canister round was placed into the cannon
and seated home without the need to employ the rammer. The breech was lifted back using the Thandle fixed to the barrel with a chain and locked into its previous firing position before being fired.
FIRING SHOT: the gun was loaded in the conventional manner with the rammer.
GL Franz Karl Obmaus was the Chef of the Saxon Artillery until his death in 1735.
Decker (1822) Geschichte des Geschützwesens und der Artillerie in Europa, Berlin, p59
79 Dr. Moritz Meyer (1835), Handbuch zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen-Technik, Berlin
80 Anon (1840) Archiv für die Officiere der Königlich Preußischen Artillerie und dem Ingenieur-Korps, Vol. 11, Berlin.
81 box (German: – see Archiv für die Officiere der Königlich Preußischen Artillerie und dem Ingenieur-Korps, vol. 11, Berlin 1840
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The Geschwinstück could fire at a rate matching “the ringing o the church bell”82 and was considered to be
at least twice that of conventional guns
firing canister. Rates of fire of 6-9 rounds
per minute have been quoted.
Conventional methods of loading a
cannon without sponging out gave the
real risk of the new round accidently
detonating while ramming the charge
down the barrel. For this reason, the
Swedes introduced the crooked rammer
in the 1700s that permitted the gunner to
ram home the cartridge while placed
outside the firing line. The concept of the
‘dropping barrel’ for loading of canister
was even safer as the gunner would not
be holding the rammer.
The Saxon ‘Quick-Firers’ first saw with
the Saxon Auxiliary Corps in the
rearguard action at Radojovaz in Serbia
(28 Sept. 1737) as part of the campaign
along the Danube against the Ottoman
Turks. The Austrian Army command,
Feldmarschall Khevenhüller, noted
“It was the Saxon Geschindstücke in
particular, that decided the action for the
Imperials because of their sustained
rapid [canister]-fire which had such
devastating effect against the densely
packed Ottoman hordes attacking and
bent on capturing the Imperial army’s
grand baggage.”83
At the start of the First Silesian War
in 1741, the Saxons mobilised only
twenty M1734 3-pdrs at a ratio of
one piece per infantry battalion. At
Hohenfriedberg (4 June 1745), the
Saxons had 44x 3-pdr Geschwindstücke
allocated at two pieces per infantry
Bn.84 The Grenadier Bns had no
artillery pieces. The Saxons lost 27x
3-pdr Geschwindstücke and the
Prussians put these into store in a
Silesian Fortress. A decade later
during the Seven Years War these
were pressed into service by the
Prussians.

Gohlke, Geschichte der gesamten Feuerwaffen bis 1850, Leipzig 1911
Streufflers Oesterreichische militätische Zeitschrift, vol. III, Vienna 1828, p. 347.
84 Streufflers (1828) Oesterreichische Militätische Zeitschrift, vol. III, Vienna.
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In 1744, the M1744 3-pdr Geschwindstück was
reduced to 20 calibres (145cm) long to allow the
loading of canister easier. These had a conical
chambered bore, and weighed 180 kg (130:1) so were
very light compared to other contemporary 3-pdrs.
This detail makes a very good match to the Torino
museum scale drawings which present a 20 calibres
barrel with a conic chambered bore and 3/4 solid
metal strength barrel walls (18/24 descending to 7/24
parts at the front of the muzzle). This makes for its
rather slim silhouette compared to the much shorter,
but heavier Austrian 6-pounder M1753 weighing 414440 kg.

6-pdr Geschwindstück

To replace the lost 3-pdrs, the M1745 6-pdr of 16 calibres (145cm long) was produced. Each infantry Bn
had two M1745 6-pdr Geschwindstück battalion guns served by eight gunners and had a 4-horse team. Some
of the second battalions were equipped with M1744 3-pdr Geschwindstück instead. On 15 December 1745,
the deadly canister fire from the Saxon Geschwindstücke at the battle of Kesselsdorf almost caused the
collapse of the Prussian attack on the Saxon centre. The Saxons lost 46 pieces including 10x M1745 6-pdr,
21x M1744 3-pdr and 1x 2-pdr Geschwindstücke.85
In 1756, there were 50 M1746 6-pdr Geschwindstücke with the army of 1756. Each of the 25 regular fieldbattalions had two pieces. The combined grenadier battalions were not allocated guns.

Geschwindstücke in Prussian Service

In 1746, Prussia built two M1746 Oettner 3-pdrs based on the Saxon Geschwindstück. Frederick II rejected
this design of regimental artillery. This Prussian prototype 3-pdr cast and assembled with its carriage in
Berlin 1746 by the Saxon-Polish Major Oettner.86 The piece was tested but failed to attract the kings’
interest. Its illustrated barrel looks near similar to the Torino drawings. It also comes with the general
Obmaus87 designed ‘Richt- und Lademaschine’ [Engl: ‘aiming & loading machine’].

Drawing based on the the Oettner M1746 piece that had been proposed for Prussia service.
The actual piece was still part of the Berlin Arsenal Museum collection in 1914.

During the Seven Years War, the Prussians used over eighty former Saxon pieces including the M1734
and M1744 3-pdr Geschwindstück gun tubes were stored in a Silesian Fortress. These received a cascable
and were mounted on conventional Prussian carriages that used elevating wedges rather than the Obmaus
Richtmaschine. In 1757, the newly raised Prussian Infantry Regiments from men from of the former Saxon
army received 46x Saxon 6-pdr Geschwindstücke captured at Pirna and four other 3-pdrs to give a total of 50
regimental guns.88
entitled Einfallende Kanonen,
Gohlke (1911), Geschichte der gesamten Feuerwaffen bis 1850, Leipzig.
87 Franz Karl Obmaus – also Obenaus – was a Saxon-Polish Lieutenant General (d. 1735).
88 Schöning, Kurd Wolfgang von, (1844) Historisch-biographische Nachrichten zur Geschichte der Brandenburg-pdreußischen Artillerie, Volume
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SOJ-6(12)
Piedmont 4-pdr “Cannone alla Sassone”
Giovanni Cerino-Badone, Christian Rogge and Stephen Summerfield
In 1751, Captain Casimiro Gabaleone di Salmour designed the M1751 4-pdr “Cannone alla Sassone”89
[77mm and 144cm long] based on the Saxon Geschwindstück for the Kingdom of Sardinia-Piedmont. By
1759, a total of 89 regimental guns had been cast.90 The Museo Storico Nazionale di Artiglieria in Torino, Italy
has a scale model dated c1755. The set of original scale drawings discovered at the Torino / Italy
illustrating a piece called “Canone alla Sassone” by Giovanni Cerino-Badone and these are most likely to
be the original Saxon 3-pdr Geschwinstuck.
An original M1751 Sardinian-Piedmont 4-pdr barrel cast in 1757 on display at the Vienna
Heeresgeschichtliches Museum (HGM) has almost the same dimensions as the Saxon 3-pdr barrel. The
shot diameter should have been approx. 72 mm, which would normally make this a 3-pdr. The barrel has
a length of 144 cm. This barrels mouldings in particular the muzzle design matches those of the scale
model at the Torino museum but does not match those of the scale drawings. Also, the scale drawings
carriage bears some deviations to the design of the model. These scale drawings are expected to have been
a copy of the original Saxon piece and served as master for the Piedmont pieces fielded until 1796 when
the country was conquered by Revolutionary France.

We know, this type of cannon was fielded only by Saxony and the Kingdom of Sardinia-Piedmont for any
longer period. Also, the Spanish National Archives have a scale drawing, dated 1760, illustrating a carriage
of a much similar piece. As per its descriptions it was fielded by the Neapolitan army then. The entire
construction was certainly more costly then a cannon fielded with the ordinary design. This may have
been the reason why the large military powers of Europe rejected it. The fact that it was introduced in
Saxony and Piedmont, two of Europe’s most affluent countries, and both with only a smallish army would
support this suggestion. In technical terms, it was said the machinery had the disadvantage that any light
damage to the machinery suffered in action would disable the piece.

II, Berlin, p33 [Translated by Christian Rogge]
Literally “Cannon of Saxon type.”
90 Casimiro Gabaleone di Salmour became Master General of Ordnance for the Kingdom of Sardinia. His elder brother,
Giuseppe Antonio Gabaleone, was minister to the Elector of Saxony. [Giovanni Cerino-Badone (2011) Private Communication]
89
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Scale model of the Cannone alla Sassone fielded by Sardinia-Piedmont
[Torino Museo Storico Nazionale di Artiglieria, Italy]

Interestingly, Austria, France, Sardinia-Piedmont and Suvorov’s Russians used them as mountain guns
during the Italian Campaigns (1792-1800). Later the Italian Republic (1802-05) and Kingdom of Italy
(1805-10) employed them.91

91

Summerfield (2011) SOJ-3, p55; Duffy (1999) Eagles over the Alps, Emperor’s Press, p30.
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SOJ-6(13)
M1766 Quick-Fire Guns
By Stephen Summerfield of Loughborough University
The Prussians at the start of the Seven Years War captured most Saxon ordnance. Those heavy ordnance
not used to equip the fortress walls of Dresden and Torgau were sent to Magdeburg where they were
smelted down to replace the huge battlefield losses of Prussian Ordnance during the early years of the
Seven Years War.92
Oberst J.G. Hoyer [Director of the Artillery School] assisted by Major Raabe redesigned the new artillery
of the Electorate based on the French 4-, 8- and 12-pdr calibres instead of German 3-, 6- and 12-pdrs that
had been used previsouly. The Decrees of 9 December 1766 and restated on 9 January 1777, divided the
guns into 12-, 8- and 4-pdr of 16 calibres of Light and Heavy construction. The Light 4-pdr was used as
regimental guns. The new M1766 Ordnance imitated the successful M1753 Liechtenstein Ordnance of
Austria in the length of the barrels and weight ratio. This met strong opposition from the old serving
officers as they believed the barrels were far too short.93 The pre-1756 guns had much longer barrels of
about 20 calibres. Scharnhorst (1793) states that the dimension key for Saxon Ordnance was 1/32 of the
ball diameter whereas the classic German Ordnance used 1/24 and French 1/12.
On 14 December 1767, Prince Xavier approved the budget of 261,626 Thalers for guns and carriages with
a further 203,537 Thalers for ammunition.94 It was not until 1769 that the designs for the new ordnance
were completed and 169 pieces were cast.
Position Guns
12x M1766 Heavy 12-pdr, 6x M1766 Heavy 8-pdr, 6x M1766 light 12-pdr, 10x M1766 light 8-pdr
25x M1766 8-pdr field howitzers
Regimental Guns
98x regimental M1766 4-pdr Schnellfeuergeschütz,
Siege Train
3x M1766 32-pdr mortars, 3x M1766 16-pdr mortars, 6x M1766 16-pdr siege howitzers and

M1766 4-pdr Schnellfuergeschütze.at the Borodino Museum
[Photograph by Steven H. Smith]
Anon (1788) Annotations to Plan II as quoted in Summerfield (2009).
Anon (1788) Annotations to Plan II
94 Kretschmar (1876) 56
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M1766 4-pdr Schnellfeuergeschütze

Hoyer and Raabe also designed a 4-pdr Schnellfeuergeschütz [literally the quick fire gun] of 16 calibres
that had a larger windage so permitting it to be fired quickly but this effectively reduced the range. The
carriage had the same wheels as the M1780 Limber.
An updated version of the Obmaus Richtmaschine was used on the M1766 4-pdr Schnellfeuergeschütze [quick
fire gun] and the M1766 4-pdr Granatstück that were still in use with the Saxon Army until 1812.
According to Rouvroy (1809), this innovative system permitted a maximum of six to nine canister rounds
per minute for a short period before the barrels would dangerously overheat. This was at least doubled the
rate of fire for conventional artillery pieces. Other ammunition was loaded and rammed in the
conventional manner. 95 Both the M1766 Granadstück and the M1766 Schnellfeuergeschütze did not have the
usual back round cascable but a flat plate that fitted into a cradle.

M1766 4-pdr Schnellfuergeschütze in the loading position for canister.
The 16 calibre barrel was very similar to the contemporary Austrian pieces. The carriage a somewhat modified
Obmaus machinery. These continued in Saxon service until 1812 when most were lost in Russia.
[Nurnberg Museum Archive]

95

Summerfield (2009) 99-108 and Rouvroy (1809).
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Plan and elevation of the M1766 4-pdr Schnellfuergeschütze.

Notice the Schleppseil attached to pull the gun forward with two horses. This was probably adopted from the Austrians.
[After Rouvroy (1809)]

The modified Obmaus Elevating System of the M1766 4-pdr Schnellfuergeschütze
[Rouvroy (1809)]

Regimental artillery was used in the 1806 campaign and was not mobilised again until it was abolished in
the re-organisation in 1810. This was almost certainly caused by the lack of horses that plagued the Saxon
army especially in 1809.
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M1766 Granadstück

This early example of a shell-gun / gun howitzer had a chamber like a howitzer and so was classed as a
howitzer using stone weight. Hence it is referred to as the 4-pdr Granadstück. The 9 calibre Granadstück was
in the same class as the Russian Unicorn. It was probably derived from the Prussian chambered pieces and
the M1757 Shuvalov Unicorns. It had a calibre of 128mm firing 120.8mm grenades so made it equivalent
to the 12-pdr in terms of iron weight.
The M1766 Limber carried 50-60 rounds in its
ammunition chest. The canister contained 28 balls of 8
Loth [116.8g] each and was effective at a range of 756
paces (475m).96 This could be fired quickly by dropping
the fixed canister and charge down the barrel that had
been dropped and then clicked back into position to
fire without ramming. When the Horse Artillery was
assigned to outpost duty, the Granadstück combined the
advantages of a howitzer and cannon accuracy. The
grenades were very reliable if care was taken in the
preparation of the fuse. It could fire 120mm grades of
spherical case shot which nowadays is commonly
known as Shrapnel as well as ordinary shell.

Model of the M1766 Granadstück at the Rotunda, Woolwich.
Purchased by the Board of Ordnance from de Poggi and Oberst von Hoyer in 1812. Note these were made of softwood and are
un-painted. The metalwork has been painted probably during the Victorian period.
[Model XXV-84, Kaestlin (1970) 73 – Photograph by Norman Swales]
96

Hoyer (1798)
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Table 10: Dimensions and ranges for M1766 Schnellfeuergeschütz and 4-pdr Grandstück97
Gun dimensions
Calibre
Windage (ratio)
Tube Length
Tube Wt
Wt ratio
Ammunition
Shot / shell diameter
Shot / shell weight
Charge
Charge Ratio
Shot range98
618m
927m
1236m
1545m
Canister range
Light Canister
Heavy Canister
First graze99
Charge
0 degree
1 degree
2 degrees
Extreme range100
0 degree
1 degree
2 degrees
5 degrees
10 degrees
Carriage dimensions
Carriage Weight
Carriage Cheek Length
Carriage width
Cheek width
Wheels
Vehicles
Limber
Ammunition Wagon

M1766 4-pdr Schnellfeuergeschütz

M1766 4-pdr Granadstück

82.5mm
3.2mm (1:25)
127cm (16 cal)
303kg
167:1

128.4mm
113cm (9 cal)
325kg
40:1
7.6mm (1:16)

79.3mm
1.87kg
0.58kg
3.2:1

120.8mm
5.61kg
0.64kg
8.8:1
-

0.75 degrees
2.375 degrees
4.75 degrees
7.5 degrees

-

232m @ 0 degrees
386m @ 2 degrees
1¾ Pfund (818g)
250 paces
500 paces
1,000 paces

1¾ Pfund
200 paces
1,200 paces
1,600 paces

1,500 paces
1,600 paces
1,700 paces

1,300 paces
1,500 paces
1,600 paces
491kg
250cm
32.5cm
7.3cm
127cm

426kg
250cm
32.5cm
7.3cm
132cm
4 horse ammunition limber
4-pdr Granatwagen [shell wagon]
had 4 horses

4 horse ammunition limber
4-pdr Munitions und Requisitenwagen
[munition and requisition wagon]
had 4 horses

Titze (2008; I-22), Scharnhorst (1793) and Adye (1813; 302)
Scharnhorst (1793) Appendix V-34
99 Adye (1813; 302) quoting Müller (1811)
100 Adye (1813; 302) quoting Müller (1811)
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